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NHS BLOOD AND TRANSPLANT 
ORGAN DONATION AND TRANSPLANTATION DIRECTORATE 
 
Selection and allocation criteria for corneal transplantation 
 
Following the discussions on selection and allocation criteria I have summarised the 
available evidence below.  You have already received a summary of the non-UK eye 
bank data.  There was general consensus that HLA matching has not to date been 
shown to improve outcome and as such will not be considered below (surgeons can 
of course enter their patient into an HLA matched graft research trial and it is 
acknowledged that innovations in methodology may justify revision of criteria in 
patients at high rejection risk). 
 
Corneal transparency is dependent in part on endothelial cells density (ECD) and 
endothelial cell function.  Likewise corneal transplant outcome is dependent on donor 
ECD and function.  The currently used ECD donor lower limit of 2200 cells/mm2 is 
based upon predicted graft survival study from long term follow-up data. The 5 year 
PK graft survival is however, less than that predicted by this model and the 
parameters of the model are being reviewed.  In addition, the data from patients with 
long surviving grafts (>15yrs) used in these models, have been predominantly 
patients with keratoconus, which have good graft and patient survival and may thus 
skew the data towards better outcomes.  The type and indication of the corneal 
transplant are also important factors, for example, in patients with Fuchs dystrophy, 
graft survival was reported to be significantly better following Endothelial 
Keratoplasty, for ECD >2500 cells/mm2 compared to <2500 cells/mm2 (OTAG). 
 
Corneal function and ECD changes with age.  That is, ECD declines with age 
(although the rate of decline may vary per age decade) and other characteristics 
appear such as an increase in thickness, stromal changes and a thickening of 
Descemet’s membrane with guttata formation. The decline in ECD with time after a 
PK is dependent on donor age.  That is, for two donors of different ages but with 
equivalent ECD, the decline in ECD post PK is less (better) for the younger than the 
older donor. 
 
Thus, although graft outcome is dependent on corneal function, and corneal function 
is dependent on donor age, long-term graft survival (?) has not been shown to be 
dependent on age (except for a small but significant effect for donors below the age 
of 40yrs).  This needs however, to be viewed with some caution in that, amongst 
several factors, most of the studies are from the USA where upper donor ager has 
been 65yrs (although consideration is now been given to extend this to 75yrs), post-
mortem times are much shorter than in the UK and the indication for the transplant 
(which has a major influence) has not been well controlled.  Although we are 
currently analysing UK graft survival data, this may not yield unequivocal evidence 
because of the many variables involved. 
 
In terms of children, the recommendation has been that children born after 1996 
have not been exposed to BSE in the food chain and that they should preferentially 
receive corneas from donors born after 1996.  The ACDP TSE Subgroup has since 
approved our recommendation of downgrading of cornea from medium to low risk of 
prion infectivity (also in line with WHO assessment) and we intend to ask for the 
above guideline to be reviewed by SaBTO. 
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I appreciate that even though the evidence is not robust, many surgeons are still of 
the opinion that a cornea from a younger donor is of better quality in terms of 
structure and function than that from an older donor. 
 
What you need therefore, to consider, is at what donor age does the effect of donor 
age become negligible in terms of graft survival, and should older donors be required 
to have a higher ECD. Surgeons (from opinions that I have received) seem to be 
more comfortable with the latter and this would avoid sending out the wrong 
message of discouraging the older population from donating. 
 
The consensus from previous discussions was that a default situation was 
preferable, that is, predetermined selection and allocation criteria, as the practicality 
and defensibility of requesting a cornea to meet specific individual patient 
requirements was not feasible.  The default means therefore, that any donor cornea, 
if it passes the minimum standards as determined below, can be allocated to any 
recipient regardless of the age of the recipient or other recipient factors. 
 
With the above in mind I would be grateful if you would please give me your opinion 
and decision on the following selection and allocation criteria (either:1.1, 1.2, 1.3 or 
2.1), bearing in mind again that once a cornea has passed the accepted criteria, it is 
suitable for any recipient (the default).  It is important therefore to appreciate that if a 
surgeon is then offered a cornea which has passed the agreed standard and they 
refuse to accept the cornea, they will then have to justify to the patient why they have 
done so.  Please also bear in mind that your opinion/decision should be 
representative of the transplant surgeons in your respective region. 

 
1. Keep ECD at 2200 but adjust upper donor age 

1.1 No upper donor age.  That may mean for example that the cornea from a 
90yr old donor can be transplanted into a 16yr old. 

1.2 An upper donor age is set.  If you prefer this option, then please indicate 
what you consider to be an acceptable upper donor age e.g. 70, 75, 80, 
85, 90yrs etc.  As with point 1.1 above, this again may mean for example 
that the cornea from below the upper donor age can be transplanted into 
a recipient of any age. 

1.3 Match donor age to recipient age within 30yr bracket (current situation).  
This departs from the default consensus and may for example, potentially 
disadvantage older recipients with high risk grafts who may benefit from 
younger material (or other clinical scenario). 

 
2. Adjust ECD according to upper donor age 

2.1 Set an upper donor age of 75yrs (or other age) and an ECD of > 2200; 
and for all donors above 75yrs (or other age) set the ECD at 2700 (or 
2600 or other ECD).  This would then mean that a cornea from any donor 
below 75yrs or from a donor above 75yrs but with an ECD of >2700 (or 
other) can be allocated for transplantation into any recipient.  If you favour 
this option, please indicate which of the figures you find acceptable. 
 
 
Please send me your decision and comments as soon as possible. 
 
Stephen Kaye 

 


